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Special 
Considerations for Considerations for 
Women’s Training
BY JULIA WEBB

Both Men & Women

 Aerobic Capacity (VO2 max)- maximum volume of O2 an athlete 
can use

 Running Economy - efficiencyg y y

 Lactic Threshold (anaerobic training) – exercise intensity at which 
blood concentration of lactate begins to exponentially increase

Physiological & Psychological

 Major differences that affect training
 Identify them to optimize training
 Variation on how women adapt
 Studies: heart size doesn’t change as much w/ women vs men in 

same training
 Women generally use proportionately more fat, less carbs; less need 

for glycogen depletion
 Less susceptible to over-heating; more susceptible hyponatremia
 Female athletes tend to not take adequate energy to sustain 

muscle growth = nutrition important – improving performance

Disadvantages vs Men
 The cardiac output is about 10% less in a woman than in a man of the 

same body size
 The woman has about 20% less blood in volume for the same body 

weight
 For the same amount of blood, women have 10% less hemoglobin
 Women have a wider pelvis which decreases the mechanical 

efficiency because it increases the angle of the thigh bone to bring the 
k  l  t thknees closer together

 The average female possesses about 10% more body fat, which 
increases the load that needs to be carried

 The woman has a shorter Achilles tendon than a man and this is 
responsible for the elastic recoil of running

 The menstrual cycle imposes physiological and psychological stresses 
on a woman's body and mind which may decrease athletic 
performance in some athletes

Newsholme, Eric. Keep on Running. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1994
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Speed, Threshold Training & Weights

 Women benefit MORE from Strength Training – boosts testosterone
 Threshold training – very valuable – using fat/burning – great to do 

tempo post workout/race (10-20 minutes per week)
 VO2 system harder to turn on important not to get away from it  VO2 system harder to turn on – important not to get away from it 

even in general prep period – allow more recovery – takes harder to 
recover

 Nutritionally- at risk for more deficiencies 

Overall volume & intensity

 Slightly lower than men 
 Don’t have to completely baby women

 Women tend to give 110% whereas men will live up to their 
workouts. Use caution with overachievers and tell them when it’s ok 
to slow down or back off. 

Who are the REAL Role Models?

 Female athletes who succeed and become professional runners 
(long term success) …

 STRONG STRONG
 HEALTHY
 REAL BODIES 
 COACHES SPEAK ABOUT THIS! SHOW THE FEMALE ATHLETES!!!

 Often a fast rising NCAA / high school star only has 1-2 years success 
if there has been a big obvious drop in weight
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Jordan Hasay .. On her nutrition

 "I normally have a morning run 10 to 12 miles, or 
workout and then in the afternoon I will run 
another 5 or 6 miles. And in-between I will eat, 
sleep, stretch and just recover," she said.

 Of course how we fuel our body is important 
too.

 "I eat 5,000 calories per day, so I just have to be 
putting in food a lot. And I try to eat healthy 
because it makes you feel better," she 
explained.

Food = Fuel 

 “If the furnace is hot 
enough, anything will burn” 
– Once a Runner

 Ok to splurge / reward on 
occasion 

Short term gains from nutritional 
short cuts 

= 
Long term consequences

 Sad many young State Champions or 
NCAA Champions (1-2 year window 
then disappear)

 Leads to infertility, fractures, adrenaline shot, 
unsustainable for living

Team Leaders – Good Example

 Eating disorders can be a plague
 Increasing numbers of college coaches are dealing with athletes' 

eating disorders, and the problem is particularly acute in sports like 
running, where a lean physique and unusually small frame can 
enhance performance  One 2002 study showed that almost half of enhance performance. One 2002 study showed that almost half of 
female college athletes exhibited symptoms of eating disorders, such as 
fear of being too heavy or feeling pressure to achieve a certain weight. 

 "If any coach says they don't deal with an eating disorder at least once 
in a season, they've got their head in the sand," says Ron Helmer, 
director of track and field and cross-country at Georgetown University. 
"Every year there are at least one or two conversations with people on 
the fringe.” 
 “What the Stop Watch Doesn’t Tell” 
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Coach needs to address problems

 Be blunt, honest and caring
 Sensitivity – comfortable environment- an invitation for information 
 “I know you want to do well, but it’s a short term solution with long 

term debilitating impacts ”term debilitating impacts.
 “Yes you can stop eating and get skinny, but eventually your body 

will canabalize and eat its tissues; you can’t get faster. You’ll get 
stress fractures, hormonal and adrenal issues” 

 Don’t ignore an obvious problem

Team Bonding – Friendships - Success

 UWL – team trips, team camping, team roommates
 For women who aren’t ultra competitive – they run for social 

reasons- which leads to unlocking potential
 Healthy practice environment avoid favoritism Healthy practice environment – avoid favoritism

Body Image & Nutrition

 Don’t comment on actual weight (gained) or praise (extreme) 
weight loss

 Praise healthy habits; point out good examples/role models
 Team dinners; encourage girls to speak up to coach about red flags Team dinners; encourage girls to speak up to coach about red flags
 Look at the elites (Lean and strong; not skeletal- the NCAA 

champions who sneak in a good season never last)
 Ie: Emily Infeld, Shalane Flannagan, Amy Hastings, Molly Huddle, 

Kara Goucher, Alexi Pappas

Nutrition: Provide REAL Info

 Many girls may just be misinformed or in 
the dark

 Invite registered dietician (ideal if they run-
focus on sport nutrition- added p
value/lead by example!)

 Required Reading:
 Shalane Flannagan’s new book “Run Fast 

Eat Slow” – Sept ‘16

 Kara Goucher’s “Running for Women”
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Consideration – Team Uniforms

 Many women are extremely conciencious of their body image. 
Some have no problem wearing “buns”. Others dread it, and can 
cause them to be distracted during a race. Have an option to wear 
“boy shorts”

 Story – steeplechase (Stop picking your buns)- every time I would 
hurdle, get a wedgie. I literally would be picking it mid race. I quit 
buns by the end of my freshman year and got 3rd place NCAA (and 
no 2nd thoughts about if my butt was hanging out of my shorts)

Women’s Training w/ Menstrual 
Cycle

 If it is missing --- more related to nutrition than actual training. Sign of 
health- when it’s missing body is shutting down – not “normal”

 Need to replace more calories (self example not always Need to replace more calories (self example --not always 
weight/volume/body fat)

 Can lead to permanent fertility problems, osteoporosis, stress fractures –
female athlete triad

 Have natural highs and lows throughout the month – if you coach 
individuals, take advantage of the “high” times; schedule races around this 
(everyone is different- some the day before/day of or some the week after)

Iron Stores= Ferritin = Know your #!

 Get tested!
 MOST women are low; know a baseline number
 Any unusual fatigue – first suspect
 DO NOT assume regular doctors know a “healthy” number for 

runners (ie: 14 is NOT NORMAL; anything below 30 red 
flag/supplement)

Consider Supplements

 Proferrin – iron supplement

 B Complex / C to absorb

 Vitamin D (all athletes – sunny climate or not)
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Male coach – Chris Hough 
Coaches elite women in Beaverton OR

Elvin Kibet (Sketchers athlete- Kenyan from 
ASU – 15:36, 32:40 PRS)… sister is Caroline 
(silver medal 10K at world champs ).. 

Super competitive (if she did it  I can); other Super competitive (if she did it, I can); other 
sister made Olympics (Valentine). By Tokyo 
(2020) U.S. citizen – goal Olympic marathon

Emotional / Take to heart

 Chris: “Girls are harder on themselves than guys, have greater 
expectations to hit goals (3 x mile 5:15); guys not as let down if they 
hit 5:20 vs (hitting exact splits; guy feels like they hit a general goal-( g p g y y g g
be much more conscientious instead of throwing out a time.”

 Completely agree (myself vs the guys I coach)

Male vs Female Coach

 Bring in male assistant/runner to pace 
difficult efforts

OR:OR:

 Bonus having another female assistant 
– valuable to relate to same gender so 
athletes can open up/talk 

Pregnancy
 It happens. Not only for elite women but for collegians
 For healthy pregnancies: Ok to continue to train. Place high 

emphasis on overall balance/hip strengthening- high risk of 
injury going into 2nd trimester once hips start moving (relaxin) . 

 Priority to stay healthy, walk/cross train if necessary, scale 
back volume/intensity but still ok to participate (not back volume/intensity but still ok to participate (not 
recommend racing for competition, but for fun OK)- no 
pressure to place/run a specific time

 Hydration/heat control key to success w/ fetus
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Interview w/ Jon Marcus (PSU 
Womens head)

 Elite women – High Performance West (my coach since 2013)
 “Women respond much more to cooperative cohesive 

arrangements. If they have a supportive team environment you can 
get more out of your athletes. Relays are valuable for them as they g y y y
feel they have a shared responsibility, more so than men. 

 “Check in with women more often, asking how they are doing. 
Make it a clear sense that you really care about them. 

Coach Jon’s advice

 “Women need a sense of community and a healthy environment of 
supportive women. Running competition should prepare women to 
face real challenges in life versus who’s cutest, skinniest and other 
superficial things. Many have gross sense of insecurity and need a 
sense of belonging  Far too man  blo  their career or potential sense of belonging. Far too many blow their career or potential 
because of this.” 

 “Women are hands down tougher than men. You can challenge 
and push a woman to a much greater degree. There are always 
exceptions; but inherantly they are tougher.”

 “Men you can get under their skin. For women you need to be 
much more positive, receptive and encouraging!”

Women Are Awesome = Athletes! Articles Cited

 http://womensrunning.competitor.com/2013/03/nutrition/what-elite-
runners-really-eat_10950

 http://www washingtonpost com/wp http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2006/09/15/AR2006091501153.html

 http://stepupprogram.org/docs/handouts/What_the_Stopwatch_D
oesn't_tell.pdf

 https://www.ncacoach.org/uploads/Suppes.pdf


